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Our karma is of a mixed character, not a great
stream to sweep us on, but one made up of currents run-
ning in various directions, some neutralising one another,
with an extremely small net result. Thus all weights in
the balance of karma not being in one scale, and those
weights being evenly balanced, a finger's weight can turn
the scale ; and though out of the past thoughts, desires and
actions some are with us and some against us, forming our
so-called destiny, by our present exertion we can easily
turn the scale either side we like and conquer our past.
Again, when an opportunity presents itself, we need
not hesitate to take advantage of it, fearing our resources
as inadequate to discharge the responsibility. That oppor-
tunity would not be there unless our karma had brought
it to us as a fruit of past desires, and the very effort to
seize it would awaken latent powers within us.  We
should aim at a little more than we think we can do, and
the karmic force acquired in the past comes to our aid ;
and even if we fail, the power put forth passes into the
reservoir of our forces, and the failure of to-day will be
the victory of to-morrow. Circumstances may be adverse,
but we may have reached a point when one more effort,
a little more exertion, may mean success.
Q. I understand that the bonds of a wan are of his
own making, but how is he guided into his environments
of nation and family ?
Ans. In one single life an ego cannot reap all the harvest
of the past, nor discharge the obligations contracted
towards other egos.
The etheric mould of the reincarnating ego is
guided, as explained in Chapter IV, to the country, the
race, the family and the social surroundings which afford
the most suitable field for the working out of the karma

